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The All-In-One EHR, Tailored to Your Community Health & FQHC Needs

C E L E B R AT I N G

+

YEARS OF
Innovation

The EHR that adapts to your
workflow, not the other way
around.
Frustrated with a generic EHR that doesn’t fit your unique needs?
Time to make the switch to IMS, your all-in-one, multi-specialty EHR
that’s specifically designed to streamline the complex workflows of
Federally Qualified Health Centers (FQHC) & Community Health
Centers (CHC).

IMS is a 2017 NCQA PCMH Prevalidated Vendor.

All That You Need
In One, Robust Solution
All-In-One, Multi-Specialty EHR System
Get 25+ unique specialties such as dental, internal medicine, family
practice, behavioral health, and optometry in one powerful platform.

Grant Tracking
Streamline and expedite the grant process by easily managing all
of your grants in a single dashboard. Automatically track patient
grant eligibility and apply information to the sliding fee scale.

Sliding Fee Scale Automation
Minimize errors and maximize your revenue with our module that
automatically determines patient sliding fee scale eligibility and
calculates fee adjustments.

Telemedicine
Provide patient care anywhere via online video consultations.
Reach more patients while cutting costs with our directly
integrated Televisit module.
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Medicare Prospective Payment System (PPS)
Automatically add PPS payment codes (G Codes) to claims,
identify billable visits in the same day, and post the visit charges
on a single claim.

Community Health Tools,
Designed for You
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Medicare Split Billing
Accelerate the Medicare Part A and Part B billing process by simply
entering a single bill for both. Our system then automatically detects
which payer the service needs to be billed to.
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Automated Wrap Billing
Reduce duplicate efforts by auto addition of T codes for Medi-Cal,
and automatically create a wrap bill as soon as a bill is generated.
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Integrated UDS Reports
Run reports to get paid with the right amount at the right time. Get
UDS reporting templates that are constantly updated to keep you
up-to-date with changing reporting requirements and ensure you
obtain crucial funding.
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24/7 Personal Support Team
Get your own personal team of experts that work alongside you
and help with software implementation, training, and maintaining
UDS compliance.
“Using IMS has really allowed us to keep much better, more complete

documentation. We now have the opportunity to improve care and identify
any gaps through data analysis and care management.”
- Pat Willis, Chief Nursing Officer, Big Sandy Health Care, Inc.

REQUEST A FREE DEMO AT
support@1stproviderschoice.com

(480) 782-1116

www.1stproviderschoice.com

